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In the following pages we note a relationship which exists between

the mapping class group (or homeotopy group) of a closed, orient-

able 2-manifold and Artin's braid group. Let Tt be a closed, orientable

2-manifold of genus g, and let iriTg be its fundamental group. Let

M(Tg) be the mapping class group of T„, that is the group of all

isotopy classes in the space of all orientation-preserving homeomor-

phisms of Tg—*Tg, or equivalently [4] the group Aut iriTe/lnn TiTg.

Let Bn be the Artin braid group, that is the abstract group on « — 1

generators tr«., • • • , o"„_i with defining relations

ait=f<Tj,    i = i, 2, • • ■, « -1,   |*-y| â 2,

(Ti(Ti+io-i = <r,+i(r,o-,+i,        i = 1, 2, •••,« — 2.

The group M(Ti) is the modular group, which is a homomorphic

image of B3 and also (with an appropriate choice of generators) of 54.

It was shown by Bergau and Mennicke [l] that Af(P2) is a homo-

morphic image of Bo. We are able to generalize these known results

to show that M(Te) contains a sequence of (n —1)-generator sub-

groups which are homomorphic images of Bn for « = 3,4, • • -, 2g+2,

the union of these subgroups generating all of M(Ta). If g>2, all of

these subgroups are proper in M(T„).

Proof. Generators for M(Tg) are known, and we use a particularly

simple set which was discovered by M. Dehn [2] and recently re-

discovered and simplified by W. B. R. Lickorish [3]. Let A be an

annulus in  the  Euclidean   plane,   parametrized  by   (r,  8),  where

Figure 1
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1 ár ^2 and 8 is a real number mod 2tt. We define a homeomorphism

h: A—*A by h(r, 6) »■ (r, 9 — 2irr). If C is now any simple closed curve

on T„, and ec: A—*T, an imbedding of A—* a neighborhood of C in

P„ which maps r = 1.5 onto C, then eche^/ecA may be extended by

the identity map on (P„—ecA) to a homeomorphism Äc: Tt—*Te,

which is called a twist about C. It was shown in [3] that the twists

{hVi, hZi, hCj; l^i^g, 1 èjèg — 1} about the curves {£/,-, Z<, C,} in

Figure 1 generate M(TS). The arrows indicate the direction of relative

motion of points on P„ when each such twist is performed.

"o

Figure 2

Each of these twists induces an automorphism of TiTg, and these

can be determined explicitly as follows. We take a base point for

TiTg as indicated in Figure 1, and define generators {u, st; *" = 1, 2,

• • • , g} for 7ri(P„, Xo) which are represented by the loops illustrated

in Figure 2. In terms of these generators the group Aut ttiP, has the

single defining relation

n Si usai = i
•-i

where

-i /-   -i    N -i .. .
h  = SihSi     ,    ti =  Si(íi_lí<_líi)íj      if 4   9*   1.

The automorphism induced by a typical twist hz _, on the ti, Si will

now be determined. Clearly hzi_1 will not effect any of the ti, nor will

(a) Image of S,.i und«r h. (b)  Image of Sfl under h.

Figure 3
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hz x effect j,- if i^g or g — 1. To determine the effect of hzt_1 on s„_i

and sg, we observe that, under the action of hz : s„_i and sg will be

altered to the curves illustrated in Figures 3a and 3b respectively,

which can be seen to be homotopic to the curves Ç-Va-i and sgt~ ltg-i

on Tg. The induced automorphisms for all possible cases can be deter-

mined from similar pictures, and are found to be:

hu¡: ti —* tiSi

he i : s, —> tiSjti Hj<i
-i

tj —> titjti \ij<i
-i

Si     ' Sili

hzi- Si —> U ti+iSi if i = 1, 2, • ■ • , g — 1

5¿+l—m¿+i¿,-+i/¿        if í = 1, 2, • • • , g — 1

where it is understood that every generator which is not listed ex-

plicitly is unaltered by the h's.

Since {hVi, hZi, hc¡; í^i^g, 1^/^g —l} generate M(Tg), the

automorphisms listed above generate Aut 7rirc/Inn TiTg. This pro-

vides a very simple tool for verifying relations in M(Tg): one simply

calculates the automorphism induced by a word one suspects is a

relator, and observes whether this automorphism is an inner auto-

morphism of TTiTg. Using this procedure, we find the following rela-

tions hold among the ha{, hz{, hcr

(1) ha i *=» hVj,       i t¿ j,

(2) hCi±>hCj,        i*j,

(3) hZii=>hz¡,        i*j,

(4) hDi *=> hCj,        i t¿ j,

(5) hzi^hcj,        i,j = 1, 2, ■ • ■ , g,

(6) hüi *=* hz¡,        i 7¿j — I    or   /,

(7) hujizjiui = hzjivjizi, i = 1, 2, • • • , g,

(8) hvi+¡hZihUi+i = hzJiUi+JiZi,        i = 1, 2, • • • , g - 1,

(9) hcjiajici = hujicjiui, i = 1, 2, • • • , g,

(10) (hClhvMhulhzi ■ • ■ hvghz,)2«+2 = 1,

(11) (hcihufizfiujizt ■ ■ • hUsh2z,hUt ■ ■ • hzjtujizjivjicd* = L

We cannot say whether this system is complete.

It then follows that there is a homomorphism tp: Bio+2—>M(Tg)

defined by <t>(<n) =hCv <b(oïi)=hUj, 0(oí,+i) =hz¡, for/=l, 2, • • ■ , g.
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Moreover, since the center of P„ is known to be. infinite cyclic and

generated by (o-io-2 • ■ • c„_i)n, in view of relation (10) we have that

the center of P2s+2Cker <t>. This is not, however, the full kernel be-

cause relation (11) also holds in M(Tg), and from previous studies of

the group B„ it is known that relation (11) is not a consequence of the

others in P„/center.

Moreover, the (2g —2i-|-3)-generator subgroups of M(Tg) gener-

ated by {hCi, hVi, hZi, Atr<+,i hzi+l, • • • , hUfi, hZg} are homomorphic

images of P2(,_2t+4 for each 4 = 2, • • • , g under the homomorphism

<t>i: Big_2i+i-*M(Tg) defined by <¡>í(<Ti) =hCi, <t>i(crij)=hUj+i_i, <pi(<Tij+i)

= hzj+i_,iorj=l,2, • • • , g-4 + 1.

Finally, the (2g — 24 + 2)-generator subgroups of M(T„) which are

generated by {hVi, hZi, hUi+1, hZi+1, ■ • ■ , hZg} are homomorphic

images of P29-21+3 for each 4=1, 2, • • ■ , g under the homomorphism

\(/i defined by fi(frti-dsxhvJ+(-l, \pi(<Tij)=hZj+i_1 for j=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ,

g-4 + 1.
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